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Abstract
We continue recent work on the definition of multimodality in multi-objective opti-
mization (MO) and the introduction of a test-bed for multimodal MO problems. This
goes beyond well-known diversity maintenance approaches but instead focuses on
the landscape topology induced by the objective functions. More general multimodal
MO problems are considered by allowing ellipsoid contours for single-objective sub-
problems. An experimental analysis compares two MO algorithms, one that explicitly
relies on hypervolume gradient approximation, and one that is based on local search,
both on a selection of generated example problems. We do not focus on performance
but on the interaction induced by the problems and algorithms, which can be described
by means of specific characteristics explicitly designed for the multimodal MO setting.
Furthermore, we widen the scope of our analysis by additionally applying visualiza-
tion techniques in the decision space. This strengthens and extends the foundations
for Exploratory Landscape Analysis (ELA) in MO.
Keywords
Multi-Objective Optimization, Multimodality, Landscape Analysis, Hypervolume
Gradient Ascent, Set Based Optimization.
1 Introduction
Multi-objective optimization is increasingly applied in domains where the single-
objective functions are of complex, non-linear nature, and therefore most likely mul-
timodal. A demonstrative example is given by the problem of antenna placement. If
multiple antennas transmitting the same signal are employed, the strength of the sig-
nals is a multimodal function over space. We may also consider multiple types of sig-
nals, i.e., the mobile phone network and a signal from a local sensor network to be
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Figure 1 – Left: Example of a multimodal multi-objective landscape with single-objective func-
tions plotted in orange and blue. Right: Schematic view of ELA (pink background) in the context
of (continuous) algorithm selection.
maximized. In this case, the maximization of the signal strength is a multi-objective
multimodal optimization problem. Due to the radial decay of signal strength around
each antenna, its structure resembles that of the multi-objective multisphere problem
visualized on the left of Fig. 1, which was recently introduced in Kerschke et al. (2016b).
Similarly, multi-objective, multimodal problems occur also in high energy physics and
quantum control (Laforge et al., 2011), drug design by docking considering energy and
contact (Nicolaou and Brown, 2013) and in urban planning problems, when we want
to choose a location near to different types of facilities (Maulana et al., 2015).
In either of the aforementioned scenarios, further information on the underlying
problem is of high importance. In single-objective optimization, Exploratory Landscape
Analysis (ELA, Mersmann et al., 2011) is known as a sophisticated technique for charac-
terizing various properties of a continuous landscape by means of numerical features
(e.g., the landscape’s curvature, or the distribution of the local optima). These are ini-
tially computed on a small sample of evaluated points, and may be used to derive
valuable information of a problem’s landscape. Among others, Kerschke et al. (2016a)
designed topological features that were used for detecting funnel structures. Using
ELA features (in general) one can effectively enhance algorithm selection and/or con-
figuration models (Liefooghe et al., 2015) as shown in the scheme on the right side of
Fig. 1. However, the generalization of such techniques to the multi-objective domain
remains an open research problem, and requires a thorough understanding of land-
scape features, first. In Kerschke et al. (2016b), formal definitions for multimodality
in multi-objective optimization problems are introduced, which provide a first step to-
wards generalizing the ELA framework to multi-objective optimization problems.
Being able to select the right algorithm on the basis of a small sample via applying
ELA (as done for the single-objective case in Bischl et al., 2012) would be our vision.
However, setting up the necessary features is not trivial because we have to explic-
itly target the interaction between the single-objective functions, for which not much
is known, especially when the functions themselves are all multimodal. As we rely
on an existing, highly configurable problem generator, we follow a bottom-up approach
and first try to understand the combined effect the objective functions have on different
types of algorithms, especially under specific variations of a similar problem composi-
tion. We treat the problem instances as white boxes, such that we can determine, e.g.,
how many local fronts an algorithm is able to find and how many solutions are dis-
tributed on either one. This enables a much more informed view onto the algorithm
- problem interactions as would be possible otherwise. However, in a real-world set-
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ting, this knowledge would not be available. Our general idea is thus to find out what
measurable characteristics can describe the observed algorithm behavior well and then,
later, use this knowledge in order to come up with ELA features that allow to choose
the right algorithm for an unknown black-box problem on the basis of a small sample.
After summarizing the related work in Sect. 2, we extend the foundation laid in
Kerschke et al. (2016b) in different ways:
• The necessary topological definitions for treating multimodality in the multi-
objective context are developed further in Sect. 3.
• In Sect. 4, we look into the treated problems from an analytical perspective, and
especially derive the Pareto fronts and efficient sets.
• As the shape of generated problems is generalized to ellipsoids, new visualization
techniques explicitly take the decision space into account and help to understand
the interactions between problem and algorithm characteristics (Sect. 5).
• Sect. 6 describes the two employed algorithms, especially the Hypervolume Indi-
cator Gradient Ascent (HIGA-MO), in more detail.
• New problem and algorithm characteristics, so to say the white-box predecessors
of new MO-related ELA features, are set up in Sect. 7.
• In Sect. 8, we experimentally analyze the behavior of the two algorithms on the
new problems, and explain it with the newly introduced characteristics.
2 Related Work
In the past, the analysis of local properties of multi-objective optimization problems
focused mainly on single point methods. The Fritz John and Karush Kuhn Tucker con-
ditions form necessary and sufficient conditions for Pareto optimality in the continuous
case, given the regularity conditions of differentiability and convexity of the objective
functions (Miettinen, 1998). Such conditions can easily be restated to provide single
point landscapes, e.g., by minimizing the residual of the angle between the objective
function vectors in the unconstrained (bi-objective) case. Moreover, if full knowledge
of the search landscape is available, the normalized dominance rank can be consid-
ered as a measure of closeness to the efficient set (Fonseca, 1995). More general con-
ditions on local efficiency can be stated on level sets (Ehrgott, 2005). A set-oriented
view of multimodality is however new, but it seems to better support the analysis of
population-based algorithms for approximating the Pareto front.
In discrete optimization the problem of analyzing local properties of Pareto fronts
has been further advanced. Single point analysis is classically done by stating non-
dominance in some environment. Following this, Stadler and Flamm (2003) general-
ized Barrier trees from single-objective optimization to barrier forests of partially or-
dered landscapes, of which multi-objective optimization are a special case. The so-
called Barrier forest allows to visualize the structure of basins of attraction for local
search algorithms that accept only dominating points and how they are separated by
barriers. Moves to non-dominated points are not allowed, which might limit the us-
ability of these Barrier forests in the analysis of multi-objective optimization. A pri-
ori landscape analysis for discrete problems was also proposed by Tantar et al. (2008),
with a focus on visualizing design space boundaries of combinatorial problems. Verel
et al. (2011, 2013) instead, proposed set-oriented definitions of multimodality and local
optimality, inspired by ideas of indicator-based multi-objective optimization and set-
dominance expressed in earlier work. In recent work, discrete landscape features and
neighborhood based search heuristics on binary search spaces are discussed, consider-
ing the ε-indicator as a measure of proximity to the Pareto front (Liefooghe et al., 2015;
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Daolio et al., 2016). The generalization of these concepts to continuous domains is still
new. Preuss et al. (2006) motivated the need for such studies by a detailed analysis
of synthetical problems in low dimensions. However, in this work we do not explic-
itly focus on diversity issues of optimizers in multimodal settings (e.g., Ulrich et al.,
2010; Zadorojniy et al., 2012) but rather investigate general search behavior of respec-
tive solvers. The previous work of Kerschke et al. (2016b), on which this article is
based, presents a first step in the direction of understanding multimodal landscapes
in multi-objective optimization in a more systematic way. Here the definition of local
optimality of a point was generalized to the definition of a locally efficient set, which
can be viewed as an attractor for population-based local search. Moreover, scalable test
problems for multimodal single-objective optimization, originally introduced by Wess-
ing (2015), were generalized to the multi-objective case. However, the rich structure
of the objective space, as compared to single-objective optimization, allows to extend
these basic definitions to a more comprehensive framework of reasoning about land-
scape features.
3 Multimodality
In this section we introduce the definition of multimodality for the multi-objective land-
scapes. The search and objective spaces of the multi-objective functions studied here
are subsets of Rn. Most of our definitions can also be generalized to other spaces, how-
ever, due to space limitations, this will not be part of this work.
Definition 1 (Connectedness and Connected Component). LetA ⊆ Rs. The subsetA is
called connected if and only if there do not exist two open subsets U1 and U2 of Rs such
that A ⊆ (U1 ∪ U2), (U1 ∩ A) 6= ∅, (U2 ∩ A) 6= ∅, and (U1 ∩ U2 ∩ A) = ∅; or equivalently
there do not exist two non-empty subsetsA1 andA2 of Awhich are open in the relative
topology of A such that (A1 ∪A2) = A and (A1 ∩A2) = ∅. Let B be a non-empty subset
of Rs. A subset C of B is a connected component of B iff C is non-empty, connected, and
there exists no strict superset of C that is connected.
Now, let f : X → Rm be a multi-objective function (which we want to ‘minimize’)
with component functions fi : X → R, i = 1, . . . ,m and X ⊆ Rd. Given a totally
ordered set (T,≤), with total order≤, the Pareto order≺ on T k for any k ∈ N is defined
as follows: Let t(1) = (t(1)1 , . . . , t
(1)
k ), t
(2) = (t
(2)
1 , . . . , t
(2)
k ) ∈ T k. We say t(1) ≺ t(2) iff
t
(1)
i ≤ t(2)i , i = 1, . . . , k, and t(1) 6= t(2). Specializing this to the reals with its natural,
total order we obtain the Pareto order on Rm. A point x ∈ X is called Pareto efficient or
global efficient or for short efficient iff there does not exist x˜ ∈ X such that f(x˜) ≺ f(x).
The set of all the (global) efficient points of X is denoted by XE and is called the efficient
subset of X (or efficient set of f ). The image of XE under f is called the Pareto front of f .
Defining a local efficient point in X (or of f ) is as straightforward as defining local
minimizers (maximizers) for single-objective functions. This is in contrast to defining
local efficient sets, which are needed for the multi-criteria setting.
Definition 2 (Local Efficient Point). A point x ∈ X is called locally efficient point of X
(or of f ) if there is an open set U ⊆ Rd such that there is no point x˜ ∈ (U ∩X ) such that
f(x˜) ≺ f(x). The set of all the local efficient points of X is denoted by XLE .
Definition 3 (Global Efficient Point). A point x ∈ X is called global efficient point of X
(or of f ) if there is no point x˜ ∈ (Rd ∩ X ) such that f(x˜) ≺ f(x). The set of all the global
efficient points of X is termed (global) efficient set (or Pareto set) of f and denoted by XE .
Definition 4 (Local Efficient Set). A subset A ⊆ X is a local efficient set of f if A is a
connected component of XLE (= set of the local efficient points of X ).
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Definition 5 (Local Pareto Front). A subset P of the image of f is a local Pareto front of
f , if there exists a local efficient set E such that P = f(E).
Note that the local efficient set has been defined for the combinatorial search do-
main in Paquete et al. (2004). Furthermore the (global) Pareto front of f is obtained by
taking the image under f of the union of connected components of XE . If XE is con-
nected and f is continuous on XE , the Pareto front is also connected. In this work we
used the notion of connectedness to define the local efficient sets. There still remains the
task of extending the notion of efficient set by looking at connectedness in the objective
space. For instance it could happen that two different local efficient sets are mapped
onto the same set in the objective space. This raises many questions, which need to be
addressed in future work.
With a view towards algorithms which compute approximations to (local) efficient
sets and/or (local) Pareto fronts you need to be able to tell whether a finite set is a subset
of a connected component (i.e., a finite subset of XLE is a subset of some local efficient
set). A finite subset of a Euclidean space is never connected unless it consists of one
point. Of course, if a set S is connected and it is a subset of the local efficient points ofX ,
then S is a subset of some local efficient set. In case we are dealing with neighborhood
systems, finite sets could very well be connected (or even path connected).
Definition 6 (ε-connectedness). Let ε ∈ R>0 and S ⊆ Rq for some q. S is ε-connected if
for any two points si, sk ∈ S there is a finite set of points {si+1, . . . , sk−1} ⊆ S such that
d(si, si+1) ≤ ε, . . . , d(sk−1, sk) ≤ ε, where d is the Euclidean distance function on Rq .
A finite subset S of X is a subset of XLE , if it consists of local efficient points of X
and S is ε-connected – with ε being below a relatively small threshold ε0 > 0.
Definition 7 (finite ε-Local Efficient Set). Let S be a finite subset of XLE . Then S is an
ε-local efficient set, if S 6= ∅, and S is ε-connected.
4 Analysis on Simple Mixed-Peak Problems
In this section, the bi-objective problem that is used as our benchmark is introduced
with detailed discussions on its properties. To facilitate the later analysis of the multi-
objective landscapes, the analytical Pareto fronts and corresponding efficient sets are
derived for this problem class.
4.1 Mixed-Peak Functions
In this paper, a sophisticated problem generator, called Multiple Peaks Model 2 (MPM2,
Wessing, 2015), is adopted to illustrate the proposed topological definitions and fur-
ther analyze the behavior of explorative algorithms. Such a function class is a mixture
of similar unimodal functions, i.e., the peaks, that have convex local level sets, which is
typically combined with the well-known Karush-Kuhn-Tucker theorem to identify lo-
cal efficient points. In addition, the complexity of the problem can be easily controlled
by the number of peaks. The mixed-peak function is defined as an unconstrained func-
tion f : Rd → R that is subject to minimization:
f(x) = 1− max
1≤i≤N
{gi(x)} , x ∈ Rd. (1)
gi(x) = hi
1 +
(√
(x− ci)>Σi(x− ci)
)si
ri
−1 , i = 1, . . . , N. (2)
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The function g above defines a parameterized quasi-concave unimodal peak, whose neg-
ative leads to quasi-convex valleys on function f . According to the optproblems pack-
age (Wessing, 2016), it has the following parameters: (1) number of peaks N ∈ Z>0, (2)
center ci ∈ Rd, height hi ∈ [0, 1] and radius ri ∈ [0.25
√
d, 0.5
√
d] per peak, with deci-
sion space dimension d, (3) “shape” si ∈ [1.5, 2.5] per peak, controlling the landscape’s
steepness, (4) rotation of the elliptical level sets based on a positive definite matrix Σi. In
the following, we will use the norm notation ‖x− ci‖Σi :=
√
(x− ci)>Σi(x− ci) as it
can be considered as the Mahalanobis distance w.r.t. Σi.
Ridges: As a result from the definition of f (Eq. 1), the landscape can contain ridges.
The set of all ridges of f can be represented by:
R =
{
x ∈ Rd | ∃i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}, with i 6= j and gi(x) = gj(x) = max
1≤k≤N
{gk(x)}
}
,
i.e., the set of all points on which the value of f is simultaneously attained by at least
two peak functions. According to Eq. 1, for any point that is not on the ridge, i.e.,
x ∈ (Rd \ R), there is only one peak function that is effective or active. From now on,
the active peak function at x is denoted as gτ w.r.t. τ = argmax1≤i≤N{gi(x)}. In fact,
ridges separate the decision space into many active regions, on each of which only a
single peak function g is active:
Ai =
{
x ∈ Rd | ∀k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} \ {i}, gi(x) > gk(x)
}
, i = 1, 2, . . . , N.
Note that the active regions Ai’s are open and mutually disjoint and the union of all
such active regions A = ∪1≤i≤NAi is equal to the set of non-ridge points.
Convex Local Level Sets: Given the quasi-concavity of each peak gi, 1 − gi has local
convex level sets inRd. If the function 1−gi is restricted to an ε-Euclidean ballBε(x∗) ={
x ∈ Rd | ‖x− x∗‖ < ε} for every x∗ ∈ Rd and every ε > 0, the resulting function
1 − gi
∣∣
Bε(x)
: Bε(x) → R also has local convex level sets. Also, due the fact that the
active regions Ai’s are disjoint and open, for every non-ridge point x∗, it is possible to
find a δ > 0 (depending on x∗) such that Bδ(x∗) ⊂ Aτ and (Bδ(x∗) ∩Ai) = ∅, ∀i 6= τ (τ
is the unique index of the active peak function at x∗). Then the restricted f to Bδ(x∗),
f
∣∣
Bδ(x∗)
equals 1− gτ
∣∣
Bδ(x∗)
and it thus has local convex level sets. Therefore, we have
the following conclusion:
∀x∗ ∈ (Rd \ R) ∃δ > 0 : f ∣∣
Bδ(x∗)
has local convex level sets. (3)
For the points on the ridge, x∗ ∈ R, the conclusion above does not hold because it is
not possible to find a δ such that Bδ(x∗) has no intersection with all Ai’s except Aτ .
As the gradient of the mixed-peak function is required by both, the algorithms and
analysis in the following, we derive it in the following:
∇f(x) = hτsτ
rτ
(
1 +
‖x− cτ‖sτΣτ
rτ
)−2
‖x− cτ‖sτ−2Στ Στ (x− cτ ). (4)
4.2 Mixed-Peak Bi-Objective Problem
By generating two different configurations for the parameters in Eq. 1, two different
multimodal functions are constructed, defining a bi-objective optimization problem:
f1(x) = 1− max
1≤i≤N
{gi(x)} → min, f2(x) = 1− max
1≤i≤N ′
{g′i(x)} → min .
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Note that the peak functions g and g′ (and its parameters N and N ′) are distinguished
by the superscript. Next, the efficient set and Pareto front are derived analytically.
One Peak Scenario We first consider a simple case where each objective consists of
one peak without any ridges in the domain. Then, the objectives degenerate to:
f1(x) = 1− h
(
1 +
‖x− c‖sΣ
r
)−1
, f2(x) = 1− h′
(
1 +
‖x− c′‖s′Σ′
r′
)−1
.
According to the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) condition (Ehrgott, 2005) for multi-
objective optimization problems, a necessary condition for x∗ ∈ Rd being efficient is:
∃λ1 > 0, λ2 > 0 : λ1∇f1(x∗) + λ2∇f2(x∗) = 0.
Substituting the condition above by the gradient expression (Eq. 4) leads to:
λ1C(x
∗) ·Σ(x∗ − c) + λ2C ′(x∗) ·Σ′(x∗ − c′) = 0
with C(x∗) :=
hs
r
(
1 +
‖x∗ − c‖sΣ
r
)−2
‖x∗ − c‖s−2Σ .
And C ′ is defined similarly to C by adding prime superscripts to all parameters. As a
result, the condition above can further be simplified to:
∃λ1 > 0, λ2 > 0 : Σ(x∗ − c) = −λ2C
′(x∗)
λ1C(x∗)
Σ′(x∗ − c′). (5)
Let us denote k := λ2C ′(x∗)/λ1C(x∗). Thus, λ1, λ2 > 0 and C,C ′ ≥ 0 result in k ≥ 0.
In addition, C → 0 leads to k → ∞, i.e., x∗ → c. Due to the fact that C and C ′ are
continuous functions w.r.t. x∗, k is also continuous in Rd. Therefore, it must take any
value between its minimum and maximum, resulting in 0 ≤ k < ∞. Taking the range
of k into account, every point that satisfies Eq. 5 can be written as:
∀k > 0 : x∗ = c−
(
Σ
k
+ Σ′
)−1
Σ′(c− c′). (6)
Note that the points above are not necessarily local efficient points (as defined in
Sect. 3). However, their sufficiency can be shown as follows: for any point x∗ ∈ Rd
satisfying Eq. 6 – remember, there is no ridge in this scenario – there exists an ε > 0
such that the restricted objective function f1
∣∣
Bε(x∗)
has local convex level sets accord-
ing to Eq. 3. Similarly, there exists an ε′ > 0 such that f2
∣∣
Bε′ (x∗)
has local convex level
sets. It is then possible to construct a Euclidean ball with radius ε∗ := min{ε, ε′} such
that: f1
∣∣
Bε∗ (x∗)
and f2
∣∣
Bε∗ (x∗)
both have local convex level sets. This implies that it is
always possible to find a neighborhood around a point where the local level sets of
both objectives are convex. Thus, it is sufficient to conclude that points satisfying Eq. 6
are locally Pareto efficient and the efficient set of the problem is expressed as:
XLE =
{
c−
(
Σ
k
+ Σ′
)−1
Σ′(c− c′) ∣∣ 0 ≤ k <∞} . (7)
Consequently, the Pareto front can implicitly be obtained by applying the objective
functions to the efficient set from above. When the contour lines are spherical for both
objective functions, the arguments here can be largely simplified. We omit such a spe-
cial case, since it has already been discussed in detail in Kerschke et al. (2016b).
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Figure 2 – Example of analytical Pareto fronts and efficient sets: the contour lines of f1 (solid
curves, 1 peak) and f2 (dashed curves, 3 peaks) are drawn in the decision space (left) with ridges
shown as thick solid curves. Three local efficient sets are drawn in different colors while the
dashed extensions of them represent the pseudo-efficient sets. The corresponding (local) Pareto
fronts are shown on the right.
Multiple Peaks If each of the objective functions consists of multiple peak functions,
namely N > 1, the efficient set derived in Eq. 7 can be adapted in the following manner:
suppose function f1 and f2 contain N and N ′ peaks, respectively. For each pair of peaks
between two objective functions (e.g., gi and g′j), a pseudo-efficient set can be calculated
according to Eq. 7 as if the rest of the peaks in both objective functions were not existing:
Pij =
{
ci −
(
Σi
k
+Σ′j
)−1
Σ′j(ci − c′j)
∣∣ 0 ≤ k <∞} ,
where ci and c′j are the centers of the i-th and j-th peak of functions f1 and f2, respec-
tively. Note that Eq. 7 requires that no ridge is present in the function domain and thus
for the set defined above, it is not necessarily a local efficient set. Let us denote the ac-
tive region of peak gi and g′j asAi andA′j , respectively. Then the region on which gi and
g′j are both active isAi∩A′j . Consider the intersections of Pij and the ridgesR of f1 for
instance: at such points, any infinitesimal movement towards a different active region
other than Ai ∩ A′j will revert the direction of ∇f1 and therefore this movement will
improve both f1 and f2 values of the intersection points. This implies that the points in
Pij intersecting or crossing the ridges are not efficient for gi and g′j . In other words, the
efficient set X ∗ij = (Pij ∩ Ai ∩ A′j) associated with peak gi and g′j is the intersection of
Pij with the active regions of both peak functions. In addition, all local efficient sets can
be enumerated by calculating the local efficient set associated with each pair of peaks
between two objective functions: X ∗ = ⋃Ni=1⋃N ′j=1 X ∗ij . An example of this is illustrated
in Fig. 2. Here, three pseudo-efficient sets are depicted in different colors (red, orange
and green) and the orange and green sets are truncated by the ridges (thick black lines),
where the valid local efficient sets are depicted as solid curves.
5 Visualizing the Decision Space of Multi-Objective Landscapes
Within recent work, a new approach for visualizing the decision space of multimodal
multi-objective landscapes based on a scalar combination of its gradients was intro-
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duced (Kerschke and Grimme, 2017). It depicts the interaction of overlapping multi-
objective local optima and provides a first understanding of a problem’s landmarks,
such as ridges and valleys, in rather unexplored multi-objective settings. Figuratively
speaking, the method visualizes the behavior of a “multi-objective” ball, which behaves
like a gradient descent optimization algorithm, on multi-objective landscapes.
We thus compute the sum of the (per objective) normalized gradients – which al-
ways points into the dominating cone – for all points in an equidistant 1 000 by 1 000
grid across the decision space. The two gradients v1 and v2, i.e., the corresponding
directions of the steepest descent, are approximated using their partial derivatives (al-
though one could also use the analytical gradient from Eq. 4 for the MPM2 functions):
(vi)k ≈
fi(x + δ · ek)− fi(x− δ · ek)
2δ
, i = 1, 2 and k = 1, 2, . . . , d.
and normalized (to length one) afterwards. As both vectors are of length one, the length
of the combined gradient vector reflects the angle between the two normalized vectors:
a combined gradient of length two can only be achieved, if the two objective-wise gra-
dients point in exactly the same direction (and thus enclose an angle of 0◦), while a
combined gradient of length zero indicates objective-wise gradients that point towards
opposite directions (i.e., 180◦). Furthermore, the combined gradient aims into the direc-
tion between the two (closest) objective-wise local optima and thereby indicates, which
of the eight surrounding cells according to the Moore Neighborhood (Gray, 2003) is the
next better option leading towards the attracting (at least local) optimum. Following a
path of these combined gradients, one ultimately reaches one of the local efficient sets1,
which lie on connections between any pair of peaks (from the different objectives). Note
that the connections are straight lines for the mixed-sphere problems or curved lines for
the mixed-ellipse problems, respectively. As a path along the gradients leads to the (at-
tracting) local efficient set, we use the cumulated path lengths as objective value (or
“height”) of our scalar representation of the multi-objective landscape. The scalarized
problem can then be visualized within a two-dimensional heatmap or within a three-
dimensional surface plot as shown in Fig. 3. We also enhanced our heatmap by adding
the contour lines of the objective-wise mixed-sphere (or mixed-ellipse) problems, the
combined gradient vectors (only every 50th value per dimension for better readability)
and the true local efficient sets.
The mixed-sphere problem shown in Fig. 3 contains two peaks within the first
(indicated by orange contour lines) and one peak within the second objective (white
dashed lines). The coloring of the plots represents the (log10-transformed) cumulated
length of the path of gradients to reach an at least locally efficient point and the corre-
sponding path-length-to-color mapping is shown in the color bar on the right. In the
following, we highlight some of the peculiarities that we detected within the plots.
Basins of attraction Within the shown example, two basins of attraction, each com-
prising one locally attracting connected set, are visible. The existence of these basins
(along with their included connected sets) supports our thesis of the “multi-objective
ball”, which follows the combined gradients until it converges in a local efficient set.
Interestingly, an area of attraction can comprise several disjoint local efficient sets –
e.g., the light blue and orange segments in the left connected set within the heatmap of
1We used δ = 10−6 for the gradient approximation and considered points for which the length of the
respective summed (normalized) gradient vectors was below 10−3 to be locally efficient. As we discretize
the search space we might only end up in a point that is in the vicinity of the (true) efficient set.
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Figure 3 – Log-scaled gradient field, shown as a 3D surface plot (left) and a heatmap (right).
Fig. 3 – simply because (adjacent) parts of this connected set belong to different domi-
nance layers. In this scenario, the right segment of the left connected set (i.e., the orange
line) is dominated by the entire right connected set (dark blue line) as shown within the
plot of the (theoretically) true local fronts in the objective space, Fig. 4.
Discontinuities We furthermore discovered overlays of basins of attraction, resulting
in “cliffs” within the landscape. These abrupt changes within the landscape are created
by competing peaks within the single objectives. Even in the rather simple scenario
from Fig. 3, which contains two peaks in the first and only one peak in the second
objective, this behavior becomes visible. The two competing peaks of the first objective
cause a shift in the gradient landscape - leading to a cliff along the line of equal height
of its two peaks, i.e., the position where the spherical contour lines of the two peaks
(from the first objective) intersect. If the two objectives would contain more peaks, the
competition among the peaks would lead to an even more rugged landscape. As a
result of this “discontinuity” in the landscape, minor changes in the (starting) position
can cause the “multi-objective ball” to “roll” towards a completely different locally
efficient set.
Expression of basins of attraction in the objective space The coloring of the gradient
landscape in Fig. 3 represents the (log10-transformed) cumulated lengths’ of the gradi-
ent paths towards the nearest attracting local efficient set. As each observation exists in
the decision and objective space, we are able to transfer the coloring scheme to the ob-
jective space by coloring the image in objective space according to each sample point’s
color within the decision space. The result is shown in the right plot of Fig. 4 and while
both connected fronts (i.e., the images of the connected sets) become visible, one can-
not identify the local fronts purely based on the coloring. However, by comparing the
dominance relationship between the connected fronts, one could of course (manually)
split the connected fronts into local fronts. Also, points within the vicinity of a local
front are dominated, supporting our definition of a local front. Furthermore, one can
see that points with an increased distance to the local front are colored in a darker shade
of red, i.e., their cumulated path lengths towards the local optima are longer.
Interpretation of 3D visualization of multi-objective landscapes Three-dimension-
al surface plots and the respective heatmaps are usually a good and helpful tool for
detecting valleys, ridges or other characteristics of the analyzed problem landscape.
However, in this case the objective function, which actually defines the “height” of the
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Figure 4 – Visualization of the theoretically true local fronts (left) and the mapping of the cumu-
lated gradient field from the decision to the objective space (right) for the problem in Fig.3.
landscape, is the cumulated length of the path of the gradients, i.e., it is a mapping from
the original two objectives into a scalar objective. Consequently, when interpreting
plots, we have to keep in mind that they do not describe the landscape in the common
single-objective sense but rather the interaction of the objectives.
Also, there are some technical limitations to this visualization approach: Ideally,
all points belonging to an efficient set should have a combined gradient length of zero.
Thus, all local efficient sets, as well as the corresponding local fronts, should have the
same color. However, as the coloring within the plots indicate, none of the one million
discrete points from the grid has a value below 10−5. Due to numerical imprecision,
none of these points has a gradient of exactly zero. By comparing heatmaps of multiple
scenarios (e.g., the ones that are shown within Sect. 8), one can also detect that the sizes
of the valleys (i.e., their lengths and widths) vary and thus, the probability of detecting
these valleys, including their comprised local efficient sets, likely varies as well.
In general, we suggest to always consider multiple visualizations of the landscape,
as each of the plots explains a different aspect of the problem and consequently, one can
get a better understanding of the entire problem by looking at it from different angles.
6 Explorative Algorithm
In this section, two multi-objective optimizers are introduced that follow entirely op-
posing search dynamics: a gradient-based method that is able to converge to local and
especially global efficient sets accurately, and a naı¨ve stochastic hill-climbing approach
in which each search point performs a simple (1+1)-selection. In general, neither of
the two algorithms exploits the external archive technique and the population size was
chosen by balancing the algorithm’s running time and the reliability of the induced
algorithmic features.
Hypervolume Indicator Gradient Ascent (HIGA-MO) This algorithm computes the
steepest ascent direction of the hypervolume indicator w.r.t. the decision vectors. Such
a direction, called Hypervolume Indicator Gradient, is proposed in Emmerich et al. (2007)
and Emmerich and Deutz (2012) and the practical gradient ascent algorithm based on it,
called Hypervolume Indicator Gradient Ascent Multi-Objective Optimization (HIGA-MO) is
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improved in Wang et al. (2017a,b). We first denote the approximation to the Pareto effi-
cient set as a set of decision vectorsX =
{
x(1),x(2), . . . ,x(µ)
}
, x(i) ∈ Rd, i = 1, 2, . . . , µ.
In HIGA-MO, the set-based differentiation is considered, i.e., the decision vectors are
concatenated into X =
[
x(1)
>
,x(2)
>
, . . . ,x(µ)
>]> ∈ Rµ·d, using the same ordering as
in X . In this treatment, an approximation set X is considered as a single point in the
product space Rµ·d. Analogously, the corresponding objective values are encapsulated
in Y =
[
y(1)
>
,y(2)
>
, . . . ,y(µ)
>]> ∈ Rµ·m, y(i) = f(x(i)) ∈ Rm, i = 1, 2, . . . , µ. Thus,
one can explicitly define a vector-valued mapping F : Rµ·d → Rµ·m as Y := F(X).
Furthermore, the hypervolume indicator H can be expressed as a continuous mapping
from Rµ·d to R,HF(X) := H ◦ F(X) = H(F(X)), whose gradient
∇HF(X) =
[
∂HF(X)
∂x
(1)
1
, . . . ,
∂HF(X)
∂x
(1)
d
, . . . ,
∂HF(X)
∂x
(µ)
1
, . . . ,
∂HF(X)
∂x
(µ)
d
]
=
[
∂HF(X)
∂x(1)
>
, . . . ,
∂HF(X)
∂x(µ)
>]>
. (8)
is – under certain regularity conditions, e.g., if the decision vectors in X are non-
dominated (Emmerich and Deutz, 2012) – defined. Each term in the right-hand-side
of Eq. 8 is called sub-gradient, which is the local hypervolume change rate by moving
each decision vector infinitesimally. Moreover, one can calculate the sub-gradients by
applying the chain rule (Emmerich and Deutz, 2012; Wang et al., 2017b):
∂HF(X)
∂x(i)
=
∂Y
∂x(i)
∂HF(X)
∂Y
=
∂y(i)
∂x(i)
∂HF(X)
∂y(i)
=
m∑
k=1
∂H(Y)
∂y
(i)
k
∇fk(x(i)). (9)
Note that the gradient of objective functions ∇fk(x(i)) can be approximated numer-
ically if no analytical knowledge on the functions is available. In addition, the term
∂H(Y)/∂y
(i)
k are the partial derivatives of the hypervolume indicatorH w.r.t. the y
(i)’s,
which are calculated as the length of the steps of the attainment curve (see Emmerich
and Deutz (2012) for details). Consequently, the hypervolume indicator gradient is a
linear combination of objective-wise gradients.
The hypervolume indicator gradient is well-defined for non-dominated subsets of
the approximation set X due to the fact that the image of each decision vector con-
tributes to the hypervolume. For any strictly dominated point, the sub-gradient asso-
ciated with it is zero because such a point has no contribution to the hypervolume.
In order to move such points towards the (global) Pareto efficient set, the well-known
non-dominated sorting technique (Srinivas and Deb, 1994) is adopted to solve this is-
sue. In principle, the Pareto set approximation is partitioned into multiple locally non-
dominated layers. Then the hypervolume indicator sub-gradient at a point is computed
w.r.t. the layer to which the point belongs.
The non-dominated sorting based approach is of particular interest to our land-
scape exploration task. To explore a multimodal multi-objective landscape, it is im-
portant to search for local efficient sets. In the non-dominated-sorting based approach,
each layer has its own local hypervolume indicator and thus is locally optimized, which
will not necessarily converge to the global efficient set. In this sense, the layers can be
treated as candidate approximation sets to local efficient sets.
Stochastic Local Search (SLS) For comparison of local search behavior, we imple-
ment a simple local search strategy based on parallel perturbations. Essentially each
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Figure 5 – Development of the two algorithms’ populations (top: HIGA-MO; bottom: SLS) across
their generations. For each of the algorithms, the results are shown within the decision (left) and
objective space (right) based on a mixed-sphere problem with two peaks within the first and one
peak in the second objective. The location of the true local efficient sets and fronts are already
shown within Figures 3 and 4.
decision point of the current approximation set is perturbed once per round. Accord-
ing to a simple (1+1)-selection scheme, within each iteration, the original decision point
is replaced when dominated by the perturbed one. Initially, µ decision points are gen-
erated using Latin hypercube sampling (LHS). In every iteration, each decision vector
is mutated by a standard normal distribution that is truncated to [−σ, σ]. After the eli-
tist and parallel selection process based on domination, µ decision points are available
for the next iteration. The loop is repeated until a termination criterion (here: maxi-
mum number of rounds) is reached. The rationale of using this simple approach is to
contrast HIGA-MO with a local search representative that is unable to traverse along
local Pareto fronts. We expect this approach to get stuck in local efficient solutions.
7 Problem and Algorithm Characteristics
In the preceding sections, the selected optimization problems (Sect. 4) and the applied
algorithms (Sect. 6), along with their expected differences regarding the problem com-
plexity or algorithm behavior, were introduced. Such (detailed) knowledge of the
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problem landscapes and algorithm performances is crucial when trying to solve an
Algorithm Selection Problem (Rice, 1976). That is, based on information of the problem
landscapes and the algorithm performances, one can train a so-called algorithm selection
model, which tries to select the best suited solver (out of a given portfolio of optimiza-
tion algorithms) for an unseen optimization problem.
Unfortunately, the aforementioned ‘information’ are often derived manually –
based on the authors observations and/or knowledge. However, in the future, that
process should be automatized, e.g., by using exploratory landscape features as it is
already common practice within single-objective optimization. As a first step towards
the development of such features, we propose some characteristics, which can be seen
as a numerical representation of the problem landscapes and algorithms. However,
while sophisticated ELA features (Bischl et al., 2012; Kerschke et al., 2015; Mersmann
et al., 2011) are computed based on a small sample of observations from the entire land-
scape, we consider the problems within this paper as white-box problems and thus can
use information from the entire landscape to compute some representative numbers2.
7.1 Problem Characteristics
The first group of characteristics aims at quantifying the problem landscapes. While
the (connected) count characteristics should also apply to combinatorial landscapes,
the length characteristics require a specific metric for computing the respective lengths.
Count Characteristics These characteristics describe the landscapes by the num-
ber of local efficient sets (count.les), connected sets (count.sets), domination
layer (count.layer) or peaks per objective (count.peaks1, count.peaks2). The
count.ps rel computes the ratio of local efficient sets that actually are global effi-
cient sets (= Pareto sets). Here, a value of one means that all local efficient sets are
non-dominated and thus form the Pareto set. Note that it is sufficient to compute the
latter ratio for the local efficient sets as there exists a bijective function between the local
efficient sets (in the decision space) and the local fronts (in the objective space).
Length Characteristics As the pure number of fronts or sets might be misleading due
to varying lengths – e.g., the light blue front within Fig. 4 is much shorter than the
dark blue line – the next six characteristics focus on the actual lengths3 of the local
fronts and efficient sets. So, length.les total represents the total length of all local
efficient sets and length.ps rel measures the relative length of Pareto sets, i.e., the
total length of all global efficient sets divided by the total length of all local efficient
sets (including the global ones). Thus, a value of one is equivalent to a landscape in
which all points from the local efficient sets are globally non-dominated. The third
characteristic of this group (length.ps ratio) standardizes the former characteristic
(length.ps rel) by the analogon among the count characteristics (count.ps rel)4.
The remaining three characteristics of this group measure the analogous properties
for the local fronts, i.e., the images of the local efficient sets: length.lf total mea-
sures the total length of all local fronts, length.pf rel is the ratio of the total length of
the Pareto fronts compared to the total length of all local fronts and length.pf ratio
standardizes the latter by the count ratio of Pareto fronts and local fronts.
2One could for instance use the R-package flacco (Kerschke, 2017) for computing such features.
3Note that all the length features are approximated numerically by calculating the cumulative chordal
distance of the samples on the curve. This distance converges asymptotically with rate O(1/N2) (N is the
number of samples) for uniformly spaced samples (Kozera et al., 2003).
4From the points sampled along the theoretical Pareto front/efficient set for drawing the curves, we ap-
proximate the lengths by computing the sum of the Euclidean distances between respective neighbors.
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Connected Front/Set Characteristics As some algorithms (e.g., HIGA-MO) are able to
travel along the local efficient sets (or local fronts), we also need information on sets or
fronts that are connected to any of the Pareto sets or fronts. Thus, conn ps.count abs
counts the number of local efficient sets that have a direct or indirect connection to at
least one of the Pareto sets and conn ps.length measures the total length of all of
these sets. These two characteristics are also the foundation for the remaining ones:
conn ps.count rel gives the proportion of the number of sets that are (somehow)
connected to any of the Pareto sets and conn ps.length rel provides the same in-
formation based on the length of these sets. Analogously to the previous four charac-
teristics, conn pf.count abs lists the number of local fronts that are connected to any
of the Pareto fronts, conn pf.length measures the total length of the aforementioned
fronts and conn pf.count rel and conn pf.length rel provide the correspond-
ing count and length ratios (compared to all local fronts).
7.2 Algorithm Characteristics
We also propose characteristics describing the distribution of an algorithm’s final pop-
ulation across the problems’ local fronts and efficient sets. Based on these, we want to
get a better understanding of the algorithms’ behavior across the different problems.
Population Characteristics These characteristics measure the percentage of individ-
uals from an algorithm’s final population that are actually located in the vicinity of
specific local efficient sets or local fronts. More precisely, pop glob.single front
measures the ratio of individuals that are located in the proximity of the global Pareto
front and pop glob.single set measures the analogon within the decision space.
Similarly, the percentage of individuals from the final population that are located in the
vicinity of any of the local fronts in general is measured by pop loc.single front,
whereas pop loc.single set again measures the analogon in the decision space.
The final characteristics of this category measure the ratio of individuals that are lo-
cated close to a local front (pop glob.conn front) or set (pop glob.conn set) that
is connected to any of the Pareto fronts or sets, respectively.
Coverage Characteristics The remaining proposed characteristics describe the rela-
tion of fronts (or sets) and the final “population” from the opposite perspective. That
is, they measure the percentage of fronts (or sets) that are covered5 by at least one
individual from the population. The first two characteristics, cov loc.single set
and cov loc.single front, measure the ratio of local efficient sets or fronts
that are covered by (at least) one individual. Analogously, cov glob.single set
and cov glob.single front, measure the percentage of covered global efficient
sets or Pareto fronts, respectively. The final characteristics (cov loc.conn front,
cov glob.conn front, cov loc.conn set and cov glob.conn set) describe the
connected fronts or sets, i.e., all fronts that are connected to each other are regarded as
a single front, and then the previous four characteristics are computed for those aggre-
gated fronts and sets, respectively. Note that, as the number of fronts (or sets) might
be larger than the population size (i.e. the number of considered individuals), we stan-
dardize each characteristic by its corresponding highest achievable value (i.e., the min-
imum of population size and considered fronts or sets).
Feature Computation Obviously, some features (such as conn ps.count rel) re-
quire more computational resources than others. Nevertheless, so far the biggest part
5A front or set is “covered” if an individual is located in its ε-environment.
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Table 1 – Parameters used by the MPM2-generator for creating the 40 mixed-sphere and mixed-
ellipse problems. Each of the parameter combinations below was used to generate two prob-
lems: one with spherical and one with elliptical shape (peak.shape). If the peaks are aligned
in an elliptical shape, the rotated-parameter was set to TRUE, otherwise, i.e., in case of
spherical shaped peaks, it was set to FALSE. Across all 40 problems, the problem’s dimension
(dimension) was set to 2 and the topology parameter to random.
# Peaks f1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3
(n.peaks) f2 1 2 2 2 3 5 2 4 2 2 2 3 5 2 1 2 2 2 3 5
Seed f1 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5
(seed) f2 3 5 6 7 8 9 8 7 5 6 7 8 9 4 4 5 6 7 8 9
of the resources is needed for matching the individuals to the correct set or front, re-
spectively. These computations take even longer for line segments in which the points
of different sets (or fronts) are so close to each other that individuals, which actually be-
long to different line segments, alternate. Here, the worst case scenario are alternations
of irregular frequencies between line segments.
8 Experiments
The main goal of this paper is an improved understanding of multimodality in the con-
text of multi-objective optimization. In order to perform experiments, we first created a
benchmark consisting of easily configurable multi-objective and multimodal test prob-
lems. To be more precise, we manipulated the MPM2-generator (Wessing, 2015) in a
way, that it produces bi-objective (instead of single-objective) multiple peak problems6.
The rational behind using the mixed-sphere and mixed-ellipse problems rather
than using other well-known multi-objective benchmarks, such as DTLZ (Deb et al.,
2005) or ZDT (Zitzler et al., 2000), is the fact that the former allows to control the mul-
timodality and thus hardness of the problems, whereas the latter ones are (at least for
now) already too complicated for our purposes, which is a (hopefully) complete un-
derstanding of the interactions of the multimodal objectives. As it turns out, even for
this rather simple setting, the problems quickly become (with an increasing number of
peaks per objective) very difficult and highly multimodal.
8.1 Setup of Benchmark Problems
We created a benchmark with two groups of two-dimensional problems: 20 mixed-
sphere problems and 20 mixed-ellipse problems. Each of the objectives of the 40 in-
stances contains between one and five peaks. Furthermore, for a specific problem the
contour lines of all peaks (of both objectives) are either spheres or rotated ellipses. Con-
sequently, the local efficient sets can either be found somewhere on (a) a line segment
(in case of sphere-shaped peaks) or (b) a curve (in case of ellipse-shaped peaks) between
each pair of peaks from the different objectives.
Also, the generator was configured to place the peaks randomly within the de-
cision space to account for multimodal landscapes. The alternative “default” option
leads to nearby aligned peaks that would result in a funnel-like landscape – which is
much more similar to a unimodal optimization problem rather than a multimodal one.
The complete setup of this benchmark is given within Table 1.
6The MPM2-generator is for instance available in the python package optproblems0.9 (Wessing, 2016)
and within the R-package smoof (Bossek, 2017).
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8.2 Setup of Multi-Objective Optimization Algorithms
We tested two conceptually different optimizers in order to investigate the challenges
imposed by different degrees of multimodality on the optimization progress. Specifi-
cally, a stochastic local search (SLS) technique is contrasted to a gradient-based strategy
(HIGA-MO). The population size is set to µ = 50 for both algorithms while the initial
step-size is set to 0.01 for SLS and 0.001 for HIGA-MO. While the step-size remains
constant in case of the naı¨ve SLS, HIGA-MO will actively perform a step-size adapta-
tion7 (Wang et al., 2017a). Thus, in the beginning it will rather explore the landscape
by making larger steps and towards the end, it will exploit promising areas with rather
small steps. The maximal number of iterations has been set to 500 iterations for HIGA-
MO and – accounting for the rather naı¨ve structural concept of the second solver – to
800 iterations for SLS. These budgets are chosen according to the ratio of expected run-
ning time (consumed to achieve the target convergence measure) between HIGA-MO
and SLS w.r.t. the algorithm setting above. Note, that a systematic benchmark of solvers
is not the focus of this work, but rather explaining algorithm behavior in general.
8.3 Experimental Results
In the following, we will first have a look at four scenarios, which we considered to be
rather easy to grasp and among the most representative of the 40 benchmark problems,
and visually study the behavior of HIGA-MO and SLS on those instances. Afterwards,
we will analyze the problem and algorithm characteristics across the entire benchmark
in more detail8. This should give us some first insights on whether our suggested prob-
lem characteristics can actually be used for distinguishing the problems from each other
and also, which problem property might cause which algorithm behavior.
In addition to the results that we can show here, we provide more material, includ-
ing various tables, figures, as well as videos for all 40 benchmark problems online9.
8.3.1 Exemplary scenarios
As a first (explorative) step, we analyze four scenarios by visualizing their multi-
objective gradient landscapes (as introduced in Sect. 5), as well as the trace of the pop-
ulation from the two algorithms.
The visualizations of the first scenario (ID 35 from the benchmark) are shown
within the previous sections. More precisely, Figures 3 and 4 show the multi-objective
gradient landscape of this problem within the decision and objective space, whereas
Fig. 5 depicts the differences within the behavior of HIGA-MO and SLS. As Fig. 3 re-
veals, the analyzed scenario consists of two peaks in the first (visualized by orange
contour lines) and one peak in the second objective (white dotted lines), resulting in
two basins of attraction, comprising a set of connected local efficient sets each. Those
connected sets are also visible by the yellow/green/blue valleys that lead towards the
local efficient sets. Note that the coloring represents the depth of the valley. Due to
the competition between the two peaks from the first objective, the right part of the left
connected set (light orange line) is dominated by the entire connected set of the right
basin (dark blue line). When looking at the traces of HIGA-MO (upper row of Fig. 5)
7The step-size adaption uses cumulative step-size control with parameters α = 0.5 and c = 0.2.
8For the algorithm characteristics, an individual was considered to be in a set’s (or front’s) vicinity, if the
difference between the respective individual and the closest point from the closest respective set (or front,
respectively) was at most 5 · 10−3 for each of the two dimensions (or objectives). In contrast to that, we were
able to use a much more detailed grid for the computation of the landscape characteristics and hence, were
able to use a much smaller threshold of 10−3.
9https://www.wi.uni-muenster.de/department/statistik/additional-material
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Figure 6 – A problem instance from the benchmark (ID 32) with sphere-shaped peaks (with
n.peaks = 2 and seed = 4 for the first and n.peaks = 3 and seed = 8 for the second
objective). The left column shows the heatmap based on the cumulated path lengths of the of
multi-objective gradients (top), as well as a trace of HIGA-MO’s (middle) and SLS’ (bottom)
population in the decision space of the landscape. The right column shows the theoretically
existing four local efficient sets (top), as well as the behavior of the populations of HIGA-MO
(middle) and SLS (bottom) – in the objective space.
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and SLS (lower row), one can see that both algorithms succeed in finding the connected
sets. But while SLS gets stuck in these local optima (as indicated by the blue points10
within Fig. 5), HIGA-MO follows its goal, i.e., maximizing the dominated hypervol-
ume, and consequently leaves the dominated part (light orange line) of the two sets in
the left basin in order to travel towards the global efficient part (light blue line).
The scenario within Fig. 6 (ID 32) represents a slightly more difficult sphere-
problem with two peaks in the first and three peaks in the second objective. In ad-
dition to this, the corresponding three-dimensional surface plot and the mapping from
the decision into the objective space are shown in the top row of Fig. 9. The problem
landscape also consists of two big basins of attraction. However, each one of them ac-
tually also contains a smaller basin. When looking at the objective space, one can also
see that the corresponding local fronts (each of them colored in two shades of blue) are
always closely located to local fronts from their respective surrounding bigger basins.
Nevertheless, HIGA-MO again is able to find all Pareto fronts (including the dark blue
front). It is also visible that HIGA-MO “pushes” a lot of individuals11 from one basin
towards the other one, or more precisely from the local efficient sets located near the
peak at µ1 ≈ (0.4, 0.4)T , i.e., the turquoise and light green lines, towards the other peak
at µ2 ≈ (1.0, 0.5)T and from there along the adjacent global efficient set (yellow line).
The few individuals from HIGA-MO’s final population that are located along the light
blue/middle blue and especially along the turquoise/light green sets might be caused
by the limited number of generations. In case of the SLS, one would not expect any
bigger changes with additional generations. Its points are located along all the local
fronts (including the turquoise and light green fronts/sets), but it is not able to leave
these (globally) dominated areas.
The two objectives from the next scenario (ID 7) are based on two and one ellipse-
shaped peaks, respectively. As indicated by the multi-objective gradients within Fig. 7,
this landscape also consists of two basins of attraction. Furthermore, one can see the
ridge, i.e., the bended line starting approximately at (0.0, 0.6)T and ending at about
(0.9, 0.0)T , between the two basins. The problem basically contains two connected sets,
but due to a partial overlap of their corresponding fronts (in the objective space), the
intermediate section of the right connected set (red line) is globally dominated by the
dark blue line. Analogously, the left connected set is cut in half (at least in the decision
space), because its upper part (blue) is dominated by the light blue section. When
looking at the traces of the algorithms’ populations, it is peculiar that SLS barely finds
any of the local fronts in general while HIGA-MO again finds all Pareto sets – and thus,
obviously ignores the globally dominated sections of the connected sets.
Fig. 8 shows the final scenario (ID 5), which is based on two objectives with
(slightly) ellipse-shaped peaks. The first objective consists of a single peak, the sec-
ond contains three peaks. Again, the results of the algorithm runs are quite interesting:
although the majority of individuals from HIGA-MO finds the global efficient set, not
all of them succeed. In general, all of its individuals quickly converge to any of the local
fronts, but while the individuals that reach the green local efficient sets, rather quickly
travel towards the orange global efficient set – leading to the so-called channeling effect12
10The coloring of the points represents the dominance relation among the final population, i.e., red points
represent the first, blue points the second and green points the third layer.
11The “push” is caused by the fact that HIGA-MO performs local searches along the front and once an
individual crosses a ridge, it strives for the “better” front.
12By channeling we refer to the effect, in which multiple individuals walk along the same path – ultimately
showing darker paths connecting the local fronts. Such “channels” result from local efficient sets that are
connected to ridges.
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Figure 7 – A problem instance from the benchmark (ID 7) with (slightly) ellipse-shaped peaks
(with n.peaks = 1 and seed = 6 for the first and n.peaks = 2 and seed = 8 for the sec-
ond objective). The left column shows the heatmap based on the cumulated path lengths of the of
multi-objective gradients (top), as well as a trace of HIGA-MO’s (middle) and SLS’ (bottom) pop-
ulation in the decision space of the landscape. The right column shows the theoretically existing
four local efficient sets (top), as well as the behavior of the populations of HIGA-MO (middle)
and SLS (bottom) – in the objective space.
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Figure 8 – A problem instance from the benchmark (ID 5) with (slightly) ellipse-shaped peaks
(with n.peaks = 1 and seed = 4 for the first and n.peaks = 3 and seed = 8 for the sec-
ond objective). The left column shows the heatmap based on the cumulated path lengths of the of
multi-objective gradients (top), as well as a trace of HIGA-MO’s (middle) and SLS’ (bottom) pop-
ulation in the decision space of the landscape. The right column shows the theoretically existing
four local efficient sets (top), as well as the behavior of the populations of HIGA-MO (middle)
and SLS (bottom) – in the objective space.
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Figure 9 – Depiction of the gradient field landscape as three-dimensional surface plots (left) and
the corresponding mapping into the objective space (right) for three of the four exemplary sce-
narios from the benchmark. The plots show the results for three problems from our benchmark
(top: ID 32, middle: ID 7, bottom: ID 5).
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Figure 10 – Visualization of correlations (Friendly, 2002) between problem (prefix prob) and
algorithm characteristics. The latter were computed for HIGA-MO (HIGA-MO) and the naı¨ve SLS
(SLS). The characteristics are ordered based on a complete-linkage clustering approach (Jobson,
1992) and the correlation matrices of its two most obvious clusters are framed by red squares.
– individuals which come across the light or dark blue local efficient sets do not man-
age to leave that area completely and instead focus on spreading along the “better” half
of the efficient set (according to the true local fronts) – i.e., the dark blue segment – as
depicted by the blue points within the HIGA-MO plots in the middle row of Fig. 8.
Summarizing the findings across all four analyzed scenarios, we were able to de-
scribe the behavior of the two algorithms based on our visualization approaches. Fur-
thermore, we could show that HIGA-MO, as a multi-objective global optimizer, in most
cases finds the global optima, whereas SLS, as a (multi-objective) local search algorithm,
usually converges in a local optimum. Thus – although not surprising – multimodality
has different impacts w.r.t. conceptually different search strategies.
8.3.2 Analyzing the problem and algorithm characteristics
As shown within the first part of this section, our benchmark allows to distinguish
between different algorithms. So far, these differences were mainly based on visual
inspections across a subset of the benchmark. In the following, we will analyze the
landscape and algorithm characteristics, which were introduced in Section 7, to get a
basic idea of possible causes for certain algorithm behavior and show the relevance of
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Table 2 – Top 10 strongest (positive or negative) correlations among the problem characteristics.
Characteristic 1 Characteristic 2 Correl.
1 prob.conn ps.count abs prob.conn pf.count abs 0.990
2 prob.conn ps.count rel prob.conn pf.count rel 0.989
3 prob.conn pf.length prob.conn pf.count rel 0.925
4 prob.count.les prob.count.sets 0.911
5 prob.conn ps.count rel prob.conn pf.length 0.903
6 prob.count.ps rel prob.conn pf.length rel 0.896
7 prob.conn ps.length rel prob.conn pf.length rel 0.893
8 prob.count.layers prob.length.lf total 0.884
9 prob.count.les prob.count.layers 0.874
10 prob.conn ps.length prob.conn pf.length 0.872
our benchmark in that it covers a broad range of problem instances within our chosen
classes. Such findings would be a good indication for possible multi-objective land-
scape features. Note that the following investigations are based on sophisticated visu-
alization techniques, which in most cases successfully reduce the underlying dimen-
sionality. However, for completeness, we also provided the exact values for each of the
20 problem and 28 algorithm characteristics (14 per algorithm) across all 40 benchmark
problems within the additional material9.
In a first step, we visualized the correlation matrix, which is based on all pairwise
(Pearson) correlations among all 48 characteristics, within Fig. 10. The colors of the
boxes represent the correlations. That is, while blue boxes correspond to positive cor-
relations, red boxes correspond to negative correlations and the intensity of the color
indicates the magnitude or strength of the correlations, i.e., highly correlated character-
istics yield to darker boxes (Friendly, 2002). Furthermore, the characteristics are aligned
based on a (complete linkage) hierarchical clustering approach (Jobson, 1992). Given
this clustering approach, two clusters were revealed: a smaller cluster, completely con-
sisting of eleven problem characteristics (five out of six count characteristics, four out
of six length characteristics and two out of eight connected front/set characteristics)
and a bigger cluster, comprising the remaining 37 characteristics. The corresponding
correlation matrices of these two clusters are highlighted by red squares within Fig. 10.
By analyzing the magnitude of the correlations in more detail, one can
find indications for possible redundancy among the characteristics. For instance,
the number of local efficient sets that have a direct or indirect connection to
the Pareto set (prob.conn ps.count abs) and the counterpart in the objec-
tive set (prob.conn pf.count abs) are highly correlated (0.990) to each other.
Also, the characteristics with the corresponding proportions (instead of the abso-
lute numbers) of the corresponding sets/fronts (prob.conn ps.count rel and
prob.conn pf.count rel) are highly correlated (0.989). An overview of the ten
highest correlated problem characteristics can be found in Table 2.
Focussing on the algorithm characteristics, it is noticeable that HIGA-MO shows
a strong positive correlation (0.982) between the percentage of individuals that are lo-
cated in the neighborhood of a local front that has a connection to any of the Pareto
fronts (HIGA-MO.pop glob.conn.front) and the individuals that are located close
to a Pareto front (HIGA-MO.pop glob.single.front). This effect is plausible: as
explained within the description of the four exemplary problems, HIGA-MO is able to
travel along adjacent fronts towards a better front (w.r.t. the dominance relationship)
once it finds a local front in general. As a result, fronts that are connected to the Pareto
fronts, but which actually are not Pareto dominant themselves, will be uncovered. Con-
sequently, both characteristics basically measure the coverage of the Pareto fronts (for
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Table 3 – Top 10 strongest (positive or negative) correlations among the algorithm characteristics.
Characteristic 1 Characteristic 2 Correl.
1 HIGA-MO.pop glob.conn.front HIGA-MO.pop glob.single.front 0.982
2 HIGA-MO.cov glob.conn.front SLS.cov glob.conn.front 0.969
3 HIGA-MO.pop glob.conn.front HIGA-MO.pop loc.single.front 0.935
4 HIGA-MO.pop loc.single.front SLS.pop loc.single.front 0.932
5 HIGA-MO.pop glob.single.front HIGA-MO.pop loc.single.front 0.930
6 SLS.pop glob.conn.front SLS.pop glob.single.front 0.892
7 SLS.pop glob.conn.set SLS.pop glob.single.set 0.888
8 HIGA-MO.cov glob.single.front SLS.cov glob.single.front 0.886
9 HIGA-MO.pop glob.single.front SLS.pop loc.single.front 0.880
10 HIGA-MO.pop glob.conn.front SLS.pop loc.single.front 0.873
Table 4 – Ten strongest correlations between algorithm and problem characteristics.
Characteristic 1 Characteristic 2 Correl.
1 prob.count.les HIGA-MO.cov loc.single.set -0.828
2 prob.count.sets HIGA-MO.cov loc.conn.set -0.818
3 prob.conn pf.count abs HIGA-MO.pop loc.single.set -0.811
4 prob.count.sets HIGA-MO.cov loc.single.set -0.805
5 prob.conn ps.count abs HIGA-MO.pop loc.single.set -0.791
6 prob.count.layers HIGA-MO.cov loc.single.set -0.772
7 prob.count.les SLS.cov loc.single.set -0.765
8 prob.count.sets SLS.cov loc.conn.set -0.745
9 prob.count.les SLS.cov loc.conn.set -0.741
10 prob.conn ps.length rel SLS.pop glob.single.set 0.732
HIGA-MO). Interestingly, SLS also shows a strong positive correlation (0.892) between
these two characteristics, but it is caused by a completely different behavior: the like-
liness of SLS actually finding a global efficient set is – as already described for the
four exemplary problems – similar to the one of SLS finding a local efficient set that
is connected to any of the global efficient sets. Note that in contrast to HIGA-MO,
the naı¨ve SLS does not profit from these connections and instead converges to those
multi-objective local optima – remember, it is just a local search algorithm and not a
global optimizer. Further details about the ten strongest correlations between pairs of
algorithm characteristics can be found within Table 3.
Aside from detecting possible redundancy among the characteristics or explain-
ing certain algorithmic behavior, it is of interest to find out which problem character-
istics might cause specific algorithm characteristics – independent of influences from
any of the other characteristics. Thus, we are interested in the strongest correlations
between problem and algorithm characteristics as listed within Table 4. Not very sur-
prisingly, the nine strongest correlations between problem and algorithm characteris-
tics are – without any exceptions – negative and seven out of these nine pairs actually
state that an increasing number of sets, fronts or layers leads to a reduced coverage
of global or local sets/fronts. The two exceptions to this are correlations based on
the percentage of HIGA-MO’s final population that is located in the proximity of any
local efficient set (HIGA-MO.pop loc.single.set) and the number of fronts/sets
that have a connection to the Pareto sets/fronts (prob.conn ps.count abs and
prob.conn pf.count abs), i.e., the more fronts/sets are connected to the Pareto
fronts/sets, the less likely HIGA-MO will find any of the fronts/sets in general.
Looking at the strongest positive correlation between problem and algorithm char-
acteristics, it is plausible that an increase in the relative length of the Pareto set
(prob.conn ps.length rel) causes a higher percentage of SLS’ final population to
be located near the Pareto set (SLS.pop glob.single.set).
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Figure 11 – Biplot of a principal component analysis based on the correlation matrix of all 20
problem (prefix prob) and 28 algorithm characteristics – 14 per algorithm (HIGA-MO or SLS).
These findings are also supported by Fig. 11, which displays a biplot (Gabriel, 1971;
Gower and Hand, 1995) of a principal component analysis (PCA, Ha¨rdle and Simar (2015))
based on the correlation of all 48 characteristics. The goal of such a PCA is to reduce
the number of dimensions of the original data set. This is achieved by representing the
data by so-called principal components (PCs), which basically are a linear combination
of the variables from the original data set. Each of these PCs is constructed in such
a way that it explains the highest amount of variance (and thus information) within
the hyperplane that is orthogonal to all the previously constructed PCs. Consequently,
the first PC explains the most variance of the original data set, the second PC the sec-
ond most, etc. As shown within Fig. 11, the two PCs derived from a PCA based on
all characteristics already explain 55% – and thus, more than half – of the variance of
all 48 characteristics. As the name of the figure (“biplot”) indicates, it actually summa-
rizes two figures within one: (a) a projection of the 40 benchmark problems onto the
(hyper)plane that is constructed by the first two PCs, showing problems with sphere-
shaped peaks as green dots and instances with ellipse-shaped peaks as red dots and
(b) the explanatory input of each characteristic on the first two PCs as arrows – colored
according to the group that they represent: problem characteristics are shown as green
arrows, whereas the algorithm characteristics are colored in blue (HIGA-MO) and pink
(SLS). Note that arrows of characteristics, which perfectly explain at least one of the
two PCs, would actually touch the shown circle.
As one can see, the characteristics basically form the same two groups as
within the visualization of the correlation matrix: the eleven problem characteris-
tics, which formed the smaller cluster in Fig. 10 are pointing in the negative direc-
tion of PC1, whereas the remaining characteristics once again form a second (big-
ger) cluster. Also, some “sub-clusters”, such as prob.conn ps.count abs and
prob.conn pf.count abs (bottom left of the biplot), are even more visible than
within the correlation matrix plot (topleft). While the majority of problem charac-
teristics – with the exception of problem characteristics describing the connectedness
towards the Pareto fronts/sets (prob.conn *) – are mostly horizontally aligned and
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Figure 12 – Biplot resulting from a principal component analysis, which has been applied to the
20 landscape characteristics for each of the 40 benchmark problems.
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Figure 13 – Classification tree for separating the benchmark problems with different peak shapes
using the algorithm characteristics of HIGA-MO.
thus only have a small influence on the second PC, the latter is mainly influenced by
algorithm characteristics. Furthermore, although the problems seem to be separable by
the shape of their peaks, they are mainly distinguished by the second PC, i.e., rather by
the algorithm than the problem characteristics. This is due to the different algorithm
concepts and thus their different behavior w.r.t. the degree of multimodality. These
differences tend to be larger for ellipse-shaped peaks.
When looking at the biplots that are purely based on the 20 landscape characteris-
tics or on the 28 algorithm characteristics, the aforementioned discoveries become even
more obvious. Although, in case of the landscape-based PCA (Fig. 12), the first two
PCs explain roughly 70% of the variance, they are not able to clearly separate problems
with sphere-shaped peaks from the ones with ellipse-shaped peaks. Instead, it rather
can be used to group the landscape characteristics – into two (or maybe three) clus-
ters. The left group, with the exception of the two characteristics that measure the total
lengths of the fronts and sets that are connected to the Pareto fronts/sets, comprises
characteristics of the proportion of counts or lengths of the corresponding fronts/sets
to the number/lengths of all fronts/sets (indicated by the suffix rel), whereas the re-
maining characteristics form a second cluster. Eventually, one could divide the latter
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once again, given that prob.conn ps.count abs and prob.conn pf.count abs,
i.e., the number of local efficient sets or local fronts that are connected to the Pareto
sets/fronts, form a potential third cluster. Therefore, we can conclude that the chosen
landscape characteristics manage to cover different aspects of the problem landscape.
In contrast to that, the PCA based on the algorithm characteristics (for ei-
ther one of the two algorithms), is able to split the data according to the shape
of the peaks. In case of the stochastic local search algorithm, the knowledge of
SLS.pop loc.single.front is already sufficient to correctly classify 95% of the
problems13. For HIGA-MO, it is much harder to find a classification model of com-
parable accuracy. For instance, Fig. 13 displays a classification tree, which satisfies this
condition – but it requires five algorithm characteristics.
Summarizing the previous findings, one can say that the problem characteris-
tics capture different properties of a problem’s landscape than the shape of its peaks,
whereas the algorithm characteristics indicate that the peak-shape actually influences
the behavior of HIGA-MO and SLS. Moreover, the benchmark problems cover various
landscape characteristics and degrees of multimodality. By correlating problem and al-
gorithm characteristics the basic algorithm behaviors could be explained and concep-
tual differences were detected. Certainly, for both algorithms the problem gets harder
with an increasing number of (local) fronts, but in general HIGA-MO is able to cope
with it much better. The next step will be the construction of exploratory landscape
features based on our findings, which will be able to assess the multimodality aspects
prior to optimization and thereby allow to build algorithm selection models. For this
purpose also a larger set of (state-of-the-art) optimization algorithms will have to be
applied in a systematic way.
9 Discussion and Outlook
This paper provides concepts for thoroughly understanding multimodality in the con-
text of multi-objective optimization problems, both theoretically as well as experimen-
tally. A specifically designed benchmark set constructed by means of a sophisticated
multiple peaks generator is introduced and used as a testbed for contrasting two con-
ceptually different search strategies, i.e. Hypervolume gradient ascent and stochastic
local search. Mixed spheres and elliptically shaped variants reveal different degrees of
multimodality and levels of problem hardness. Problems’ landscapes and specifically
basins of attractions are visualized based on a scalar combination of gradients in order
to substantially increase problem understanding which is clearly enhanced by deriving
local front specifications analytically.
Moreover, algorithm characteristics are introduced which allow to assess algo-
rithm behavior w.r.t. the detection of global and local Pareto fronts which can further
be used for performance assessment. Those are related to respective problem character-
istics in a systematic way using multivariate analytical techniques. Obviously, problem
characteristics reflect much more information than just the number of peaks and the
spherical or elliptical structure. Basic algorithm behaviors could be explained and con-
ceptual differences detected in that certainly the problem gets harder with an increasing
number of (local) fronts, but in general HIGA-MO is able to cope with it much better.
Therefore, the basis for systematically constructing multi-objective Exploratory
Landscape Features is formed which has huge potential w.r.t. algorithm benchmarking,
selection and design, also for higher dimensional problems. A thorough and system-
1319 out of 20 sphere-shaped problems have a value of at most 0.74, whereas the same amount of ellipse-
shaped problems has a value of greater or equal to 0.82.
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atic benchmark of state-of-the-art multi-objective optimizers will be conducted while
simultaneously extending the problem generator to varying problem topologies. More-
over, specific design of optimizers addressing both diversity in decision space as well
as multimodality of the landscape will be focused.
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